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Our HCI research: Bridging work
Transfer emerging AI research into tangible tools and guidelines
that support product teams to navigate the design space

Inform usage

Identify gaps

Explainable AI (XAI): De nition
Narrow (ML) de nition:

Broader de nition:

Techniques and methods
that make a ML model’s
decisions understandable
by people

Everything that makes AI
understandable (e.g., also
including data, function,
performance, etc.)

fi

fi

fi

XAI is not just ML (also explainable robotics, planning, etc.), but our
current work focuses on explaining supervised ML

AI is increasingly used in many high-stakes tasks

The quest for explainable AI (XAI)

The needs for XAI algorithms

(Gunning, 2016)

XAI “post-hoc” algorithm example: LIME

LIME (Ribeiro et al. 2016)

Neural network, not directly explainable

Use a post-hoc XAI technique

XAI

Transparent
model
•
•
•
•

Linear model
Decision tree
Decision rules
Generalized additive
models
• …

Post-hoc
explainability

Explaining the
model (global)
• Feature importance
• Rule approximation
• Decision tree
approximation
• Example based:
prototypes

Explaining a
decision (local)

Inspecting
counterfactual

• Feature
contribution
• Local rules
• Example-based:
similar instances

• Feature influence
• Contrastive
features
• Example-based:
counterfactual
instances

We will be teaching a virtual tutorial on this at CHI 2021! https://hcixaitutorial.github.io/

A growing collection of XAI techniques

XAI in Academia

An abundance of XAI
algorithms

XAI in Practice

Toolbox of XAI techniques

From academic research into a practitioners’ toolbox

XAI in Academia

An abundance of XAI
algorithms

XAI in Practice

Toolbox of XAI techniques

From academic research into a practitioners’ toolbox

XAI in Academia

An abundance of XAI
algorithms

Cognitive
science

HCI

Philosophy

XAI in Practice

Toolbox of XAI techniques

Social
sciences

Law

Inter-disciplinary perspectives

Towards real-world XAI: serving
many domains and user groups

XAI in Academia

Inter-disciplinary perspectives
• The gaps between XAI output and human
explanations: contrastive, selective, socially
interactive (Miller 2019; Mittelstadt et al. 2019)

An abundance of XAI
algorithms

Cognitive
science

HCI

Philosophy

Social
sciences

Law

fi

Inter-disciplinary perspectives

• The plurality of motivation for explanation:
diagnosis, predicting the future, sense-making,
justi cation, reconciling dissonance, etc. (Kiel
2006; Lombrozo, 2006)
• Explanatory power is recipient dependent,
including the question asked (explanatory
relevance) (Hilton, 1990; Walton, 2004)
• More complexities:
- The plurality of cognitive processes (Petty and
Cacioppo, 1986; Kahneman, 2003)
- Socio-technical systems (Ehsan et al., 2021)

XAI in Practice

From XAI algorithms to XAI UX
With a toolbox:
How to select?
How to translate?

Our paths:
Develop domain-speci c guidelines:
HCI research with key XAI use
cases

•

Tackle the design process: User
centered design of XAI

fi

•

XAI use cases in AI lifecycle
Model evaluation and selection (IUI2021)
XAI consumer: Data scientist

Model development

Training

Evaluation

Debugging

Trust calibration and decision
support (FAT* 2020, CHI 2021v )
XAI consumer: Decision-maker

Model usage in
deployment
Decision aid

Automation
Model
de nition

Data
construction

Task
de nition

fi

fi

Explainable active learning (CSCW 2020)
XAI consumer: Annotator

Delegation
support
(ongoing)
XAI consumer:
Domain expert

Model auditing

Fairness assessment (IUI 2019 )
XAI consumer: Regulator, impacted
groups

XAI for model evaluation and selection

Data scientist

How does each model make predictions?
Why are these instances predicted differently by these models?
Why is this model making a wrong prediction?

Narkar et al. Model LineUpper: Supporting Interactive Model Comparison at Multiple Levels for AutoML. IUI 2021

XAI for fairness assessment

Auditor

Impacted group

Is the way the model makes risk predictions fair?
Why is this person predicted of high risk?
Is he/she treated fairly?

Dodge et al. Explaining Models: An Empirical Study of How Explanations Impact Fairness Judgment. IUI 2019

XAI in Practice

Lessons learned: From XAI algorithms
to XAI UX

•

•

XAI UX does not end with a single XAI algorithm

-

People have different ability and motivation to
process it deliberatively
Invoke different reactions
Can unequalize even marginalize certain groups

“Translation” design is often necessary

-

•

Able to anticipate when and where users want what
explanations

XAI algorithmic output is not necessarily neutral

-

•

Often need multiple types of explanations

Algorithmic output needs communication,
elaboration, constraints, integration, etc.
Sometimes requires adapting the algorithm

Break-downs are more often, translation are
more imperative, on the “model usage” side

Why break-downs in model usage?

Model development

Training

Evaluation

Debugging

Model usage in
deployment
Decision aid

Automation
Model
de nition

Data
construction

Task
de nition

fi

fi

“Inmates running the asylum”: XAI algorithms
developed by AI researchers with their own
intuitions, values and epistemic background

Model auditing

Why break-downs in model usage?

Model development

Model usage in
deployment
Healthcare

Training

fi

fi

Model
de nition

Evaluation

Data
construction

Debugging

Task
de nition

Decision aid

Automation

Finance

Model auditing

Business

Many different users, different
socio-technical systems

Security

XAI in Practice

From XAI algorithms to XAI UX
With a toolbox:
How to select?
How to translate?
How to expand?
Our paths:
Develop domain-speci c guidelines:
HCI research with key XAI use
cases

•

Tackle the design process: User
centered design of XAI

•

Socially situated explainability by
making visible the AI contexts

fi

•

Towards “social transparency” in AI systems

Ehsan et al. Expanding Explainability: Towards Social Transparency in AI systems.To appear in CHI 2021

Why break-downs in model usage?

Model development

Model usage in
deployment
Healthcare

Training

Model
de nition

Evaluation

Data
construction

Debugging

Task
de nition

Decision aid

Automation

Finance

Model auditing

Business

fi

fi

How to understand and
design for the nuances?

Security

XAI in Practice

From XAI algorithms to XAI UX
With a toolbox:
How to select?
How to translate?
How to expand?
Our paths:
Develop domain-speci c guidelines:
HCI research with key XAI use
cases

•

Tackle the design process: User
centered design of XAI

•

Socially situated explainability by
making visible the social contexts

fi

•

Where we started: Research into XAI Design Practices

Why AI design practitioners?
• Bridging roles connecting user
needs and XAI techniques
Research questions:
• What is the design space of
XAI UX?
• What are the design
challenges?

Liao et al. Questioning the AI: Informing Design Practices for Explainable AI User Experiences. CHI 2020

A technical space people are not quite in
there yet… how to talk about it?

Study probe: algorithm informed XAI Questions

•
•
•

User needs for XAI are represented as prototypical questions
A question can be answered by one or multiple XAI methods
An XAI method can be implemented by one or multiple XAI algorithms

An explanation is an answer to a question (Wellman, 2011; Miller 2018)
The effectiveness of an explanation depends on the question asked (Bromberger, 1992)

Question: Why is this husky classi ed as wolf?

XAI method: local feature (pixels) contribution

fi

XAI algorithms:
• LIME (Ribeiro et al. 2016)
• SHAP (Lundberg and Lee 2017)
•…

Study probe: algorithm informed XAI Questions

+
Input (data), output, performance
(Lim et al., 2009)

Methodology

•
•

Interviewed 20 participants
16 AI products in IBM
1. Walk through the AI system
2. Common questions users might ask
3. Discuss each question card
4. General challenges to create XAI products

Methodology

•
•

Interviewed 20 participants
16 AI products in IBM
1. Walk through the AI system
2. Common questions users might ask
3. Discuss each question card
4. General challenges to create XAI products

XAI question bank

XAI design challenge 1: Variability of XAI needs
Diverse end goals for explainability

•
•
•
•
•

To gain further insights for the decision
To appropriately evaluate AI’s capability
To adapt usage or control
To improve AI performance
Ethical responsibilities of AI products

To gain further insights for the decision

Why
How to be that

Users need to know why the system is saying this will be late
because the reason is going to determine what their next action
is...If it's because of a weather event, so no matter what you do
you're not going to improve this number, versus something small, if
you just make a quick call, you can get that number down (I-5)

To appropriately evaluate AI’s capability

Performance
How

There is a calibration of trust, whether people will use it over
time. But also saying hey, we know this fails in this way (I-6)

XAI design challenge 1: Variability of XAI needs
Diverse end goals for explainability

•
•
•
•
•

To gain further insights for the decision
To appropriately evaluate AI’s capability
To adapt usage or control
To improve AI performance
Ethical responsibilities of AI products

Also varying XAI needs: User group, usage point,
algorithm and data type, decision context

XAI design challenge 2: Gaps between algorithmic
output and human explanations
Human explanations are
• Selective
• Contrastive
• Interactive
• Tailored for recipients
Design attempt to mimic how people, especially domain
experts, explain

fi

XAI design challenge 3: “in the dark” design process

•

Challenge navigating the technical capabilities
nding the right pairing to put the ideas of what’s right for the user
together with what’s doable given the tools or the algorithms

•

Communication barriers between designers, data
scientists and other stakeholders

•

Cost of time and resource impeding buy-in
It remains in this weird limbo where people know it's important.
People see it happen. They don't know how to make it happen.
And everybody's feeling their way in the dark with no lights.

Inform usage

XAI in Academia

XAI in Practice

Identify gaps

Opportunities for technical XAI work

Guidelines to address XAI user needs

•

Explain data limitations and
generalizability

Input: Provide comprehensive transparency of
training data, especially the limitations

•
•
•
•
•
•

Explain output of multiple models

Output: Contextualize the system’s output in
downstream tasks and the users’ overall work ow

Explain system changes

Performance: Help users understand the
limitations of the AI and make it actionable

Multi-level global explanations
Interactive counterfactual explanations
Social explanations

Global model: Choose appropriate level of
details to explain the model
Local decision: Provide resources for “why not”

Personalized and adaptive
explanations

Counterfactual: Consider opportunities as utility
features for analytics or exploration

fl

Liao et al. Questioning the AI: Informing Design Practices for Explainable AI User Experiences. CHI 2020

Supporting the process: Question-driven XAI design

fi

Pain points to address:
• Identify application, user and interaction speci c XAI needs
• “Sensitize” to XAI techniques by situating their capabilities and values
• “Boundary objects” to support designer-data scientists collaboration

Question-Driven XAI Design
Step 2

Step 1

Step 3

Step 4

Identify user Analyze
questions
questions

Map questions
to modeling
solutions

Iteratively
design and
evaluate

Elicit user needs for
XAI as questions

Map prioritized question
categories to candidate XAI
techniques as a set of
functional elements that
the design should cover

Create a design including
the candidate elements
identified in step 3

Also gather user
intentions and
expectations for
asking the questions

Designers,
users

Cluster questions into
categories and prioritize
categories for the XAI UX
to focus on
Summarize user intentions
and expectations to
identify key user
requirements

Designers,
product team

A mapping guide for
supervised ML is provided
for reference

Designers, data
scientists

Iteratively valuate the
design with the user
requirements identified
in step 2 and fill the gaps

Designers, data
scientists, users

Liao et al. Question-Driven Design Process for Explainable AI User Experiences. (Under review)

How to select: identify user needs for XAI as questions
Liao et al. Questioning the AI: Informing Design Practices for Explainable AI User Experiences. CHI 2020

Question

Explanations

Example XAI techniques

• Describe what algorithm is used and what features are considered, if a user is only interested ProfWeight*, Feature Importance*,
in a high-level view
PDP*, BRCG✢ , GLRM✢ , Rule List✢ ,
• Describe the general model logic as feature impact*, rules✢ or decision-trees● (sometimes
DT Surrogate●
need to explain with a surrogate simple model)

Global how

Why

• Describe what key features of the particular instance determine the model’s prediction of it*
• Describe rules✢ that the instance fits to guarantee the prediction
• Show similar examples● with the same predicted outcome to justify the model’s prediction

LIME*, SHAP*, LOCO*, Anchors✢,
ProtoDash●

Why not

• Describe what changes are required for the instance to get the alternative prediction and/or
what features of the instance guarantee the current prediction*
• Show prototypical examples✢ that had the alternative outcome

CEM* , Prototype counterfactual✢ ,
ProtoDash✢ (on alternative class)

• Highlight features that if changed (increased, decreased, absent, or present) could alter the
prediction*
• Show examples with small differences but had a different outcome than the prediction✢

CEM*, Counterfactuals*, DiCE✢

• Show how the prediction changes corresponding to the inquired change

PDP, ALE, What-if Tool

How to be that
What if
How to still be this
Performance
Data
Output

• Describe feature ranges* or rules✢ that could guarantee the same prediction
CEM*, Anchors✢
• Show examples that are different from the particular instance but still had the same outcome
• Provide performance metrics of the model
• Show confidence information for each prediction
• Describe potential strengths and limitations of the model

Precision, Recall, Accuracy, F1, AUC
Confidence
FactSheets, Model Cards

• Document comprehensive information about the training data, including the source,
provenance, type, size, coverage of population, potential biases, etc.

FactSheets, DataSheets

• Describe the scope of output or system functions
• Suggest how the output should be used for downstream tasks or user workflow

FactSheets, Model Cards

How to translate: support collaborative problem-solving between data
scientists and designers with "boundary objects”
Liao et al. Question-Driven Design Process for Explainable AI User Experiences. (Under review)

Why is this
im What are his
t made h
patient predictedWha
?
risk factors?
high-risk
of this risk?

Why

What can be done What worked for
other patients with
to reduce the
similar profiles?
patient’s risk?

How to be that

types of
On what
rk
ight it wo
patient m
worse?

`How well

does it
work?

Performance

Is the training
data similar to m
y
patients?

What is the
population of the
training data?

Data

AI for Explainable Healthcare
Adverse Event Risk Prediction

Liao et al. Question-Driven Design Process for Explainable AI User Experiences. (Under review)

Concluding remarks

From XAI algorithms
to XAI UX

• Contextualize the tools
• Actionable frameworks: what
users? What contexts?

• User-centered design processes
• Shared design vision drives
model development

•

Thinking “outside the box”

With a toolbox:
How to select?
How to translate?
How to expand?

From AI algorithms
to AI UX

Many toolboxes:
How to select?
How to translate?
How to expand?

Thank YOU!
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